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CANADA POST NEIGHBOURHOOD MAIL™ 
HELPS BOOST SEASONAL SALES BY 22%
Cosmo Music uses data-based mailer to raise brand awareness and drive 
sales amid music festival

Direct mail is read, kept 
and shared, which leads
to higher brand recall and 
more traffic online and
in stores.1

Direct mail orchestrates information in the 
most memorable way
Calling itself “The Musical Instrument Superstore,” 
Cosmo Music specializes in all instruments and gear, 
repairs, rentals, production and lessons.

Traditionally, summer is the biggest season to reach new 
customers because many people are out attending live music 
concerts. Like many retailers, however, Cosmo Music has 
learned it needs to be strategic about the way it markets 
itself and finds new clients.

“We’re in Richmond Hill, and sometimes it’s hard to get 
people to come to the suburbs,” says Chris Bailey, Director 
of Marketing and E-commerce at Cosmo. “We’re reaching 
people who don’t know who we are.”

Bailey’s team decided the best approach was to use 
Neighbourhood Mail™ to promote both its store and its 
CosmoFEST, a single-day music festival enhanced with grand 
prizes, door crashers and a vendor’s tent. 

Data helps marketing efforts hit all the  
right notes
Following Canada Post’s recommendations, the campaign 
targeted Richmond Hill, as well as Newmarket, Innisfil and 
Thornhill. It also offered a draw for gift cards to Cosmo’s 
store in return for registering for CosmoFEST. A link to the 
retailer’s website allowed registrants to enter details such as 
their postal code, strengthening the retailer’s database of 
potential clients.

As a result of the mailing, 500,000 potential music fans 
received the invitation to CosmoFEST. It was a success:  
The festival attracted a record attendance of 12,000 people,  
and Cosmo Music experienced a 15% boost in year-over-
year (YOY) sales on the final day of its music festival. 
Moreover, the retailer saw a substantial sales increase for 
the entire season.

“If you’ve got data, my advice is to talk to Canada Post, 
because they can find areas to grow your business you 
haven’t considered,” he says. 

Bailey says Cosmo Music is now hoping to use the data it 
collected to create a targeted gift guide, which will include  
a barcode to gather even more valuable information about 
the music-loving community it targets. 

+22%   in YOY seasonal sales

+15%   in YOY same-day sales

+20%   in attendance at CosmoFEST 

To learn more on combining Neighbourhood Mail with  
the right data for your market, visit canadapost.ca/data.
1. Canada Post. Breaking through the noise. June 2015      TM Trademarks of Canada Post Corporation 
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Canada’s premier musical instrument & gear exhibition and celebration of live music
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